Baseboard Heater
Measuring
Instructions

Standard Heaters
Orders can be placed using our online ordering system, or by sending the details to us
through email, our contact form or Etsy. We do not take orders over the phone.
Measuring for your new covers
is easy. We need the actual
dimensions of your heater.
The depth should be taken as
the furthest point from the
wall and the height , the furthest point from the floor up to
the top of the heater.

For the length of your heater, you will be measuring the wall space the heater along with any pipes or valves
takes up.

For a freestanding heater requiring 2 end caps, simply
measure from one end of the heater to the other, including any valves or pipes. Your cover will arrive 2”
longer than the heater to accommodate the 2 end caps.

If your heater ends at a wall, measure from the wall to the
end of the heater or adjacent wall Your cover will arrive 1”
longer than the heater only on an end requiring an end
cap.

For heaters with corners, please measure out from the wall in the corner to either the end of the heater or adjacent wall

Heaters Without Existing Covers

Measuring for heaters without the original metal back plates is the same except for the height.
The dimension given should be at least 2” above the heater fins to allow for proper convection.
Please remember to include all valves and pipes in your measurements. The minimum height
for a heater is 6”.

Baseboard Trim

Baseboard trim can be handled in a few ways. We can make square cuts for your covers to sit over your trim if you provide
the height and depth of the trim on each side of the heater. We also provide an option for measuring to the base trim to
allow the outside of the cover to fit right up to your trim. 1” of clearance is needed between the heater and trim for this
option . Custom cuts can also be made by you or a contractor . This option is best for intricate cuts around your trim.

Odd Angles
The ordering system on the website can handle a number of heater layouts,
including custom angles for corners. The angles given should be taken accurately
and an electronic angle finder is a great tool for the job! The lengths for the
heater should be taken from the corner out.

Overall Dimensions
When your cover arrives, the external dimensions of the cover will be larger than the heater
dimensions provided. To your dimensions, we add 1/4” of clearance to the height and
depth, as well as the length on each end requiring an end cap (except when measuring to
the base trim or external dimension on your order). The material thickness we use is 3/4”.
Generally the cover will be 1.25” longer on each end with an end cap, 1.25” deeper and 1”
higher than the dimensions you provide. These dimensions include the 1/4” overhang on
the top of the cover.

If you have questions on anything not answered in these instructions or are still unclear,
please contact us at support@morethancovers.com. And we will be happy to assist you.

Longer Lengths
Sections of cover are no longer than 47”, except for the occasional fancy style panel with the
double end. Longer lengths are made up of equally sized sections which feature a v-groove
detail between the sections. This setup not only looks nice, but allows us to ship any length
cover economically , as well as eliminate as much waste material from manufacturing which
is more responsible environmentally, but also allows us to provide this product at a great val-

Mounting
Covers are mounted in a few ways. Each order comes with mounting brackets which can be
used to mount over an existing metal cover by slipping behind it, or can be used to screw the
cover directly to the wall. We provide all the hardware to assemble your cover and mount
the brackets, but do not provide screws and anchors (if needed) to mount them directly to
the wall. For situations where your mounting over tile or have sheetrock installed over your
existing cover (the brackets cannot slide behind the heater), we recommend using double sided mounting tape or industrial Velcro strips to mount your cover. We do not provide these as
they are so readily available at all hardware and home improvement stores.

